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Finnish Environment Institute SYKE
● SYKE is a multidisciplinary research and expert institute under the
auspices of the Ministry of the Environment.
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Prologue: We are facing a global biodiversity crisis
https://ipbes.net/global-assessment

Key message #1: Nature and its vital
contributions to people, which together
embody biodiversity and ecosystem functions
and services, are deteriorating worldwide.

Global Biodiversity Crisis also in Finland
● In Finland, 48 % of habitat types and
12 % of species are threatened.
● Forest habitats are among the most
threatened.

SYKE Policy Brief 28 March 2019
https://issuu.com/suomenymparistokeskus/
docs/syke-pb_biodiversity_03-2019_150

Finland’s threatened forest habitats
● Red List of Habitats, 2018:
Nationwide, 34 forest habitat
types were assessed. Of these:
• 76 % threatened (VU / EN /
CR)
• 21 % near-threatened (NT)

• Heath forests1 in Southern
Finland most threatened
https://helda.helsinki.fi/handle/
10138/308426

Why have forest habitats become threatened?
● Most common reasons:
1. Reduction in coarse woody debris
(deadwood) (FCWD)
2. Reduction in old-growth forests and
individual old trees (FOG)
3. Changes in tree species composition
(FTS)
● Less common:
4. Clearing for agriculture (AGCL)
5. Reduction in natural large-scale
disturbances and lack of natural
succession (FDS)
6. Mechanical soil manipulation (F)
7. Mammal herbivory on deciduous
tree saplings (GP)
8. Construction (CST)
etc.
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Why is it important to monitor biodiversity?
● Biodiversity crisis, weakening ecosystems, loss
of habitats, climate change – all have common
drivers
● Environmental change is faster than ever before
– traditional monitoring methods and networks
cannot meet the information demand
● Fortunately, also technology has developed fast
and it its becoming mature enough to be
utilized more efficiently (e.g. interoperable,
open analysis-ready EO data, data cubes, cloud
computing, deep learning, citizen science…)
● Up-to date information is needed to support
decision making and to follow up progress to
achieve policy targets and goals

Source: SYKE

Source: ESA/ P. Carril

The story of European aspen (Populus tremula L.)
● Keystone species for biodiversity and many ecosystem

services in boreal forests
● Big aspen (both living and dead ones) host hundreds
of species of fauna, flora and fungi, several of them
red-listed
● Information of their occurrence, abundance and

distribution is important for sustainable forestry and
conservation
● Species distribution is one of the Essential Biodiversity
Variable (EBV) candidates1 proposed by GEO BON
● However, current stand-level forest inventory system

focuses on economically significant tree species –
ecologically important deciduous trees other than
birch are pooled into one class
● Aspens are found as single scattered trees and/or
clusters —rarely in homogeneous stands — challenge

for mapping!

1 https://geobon.org/ebvs/what-are-ebvs/

RS techniques in tree species mapping
Kivinen et al. (2020)

A recent study on aspen detection

● Overall objective: tree-level discrimination of aspen from other common
tree species (pine, spruce, birch) in the boreal forest landscape utilizing
high-resolution airborne hyperspectral and airborne laser scanning data.
1. Compare the performance of hyperspectral data features (spectral
wavelengths (455-2500 nm), PCA, vegetation indices) in tree species
classification using machine learning (SVM and RF) classifiers, and
2. Find the most important spectral features to discriminate aspen from
the other common tree species.

Study area and Data
Extent = 83 km2

Workflow

Main findings (Viinikka et al. 2020)
● SVM outperformed RF, resulting in the highest overall accuracy (OA) of 84% in
classifying the four most common tree species
● The highest classification accuracy (F1-score 0.92) for aspen was achieved
using the linear SVM model with mean reflectance values combined with VI.
● If feature selection algorithm was applied, the same model was considerably
simplified (from 500 to 290 features) with only 0.01 loss in F-score for aspen.
● The used feature set affected SVM performance little, but for RF, principal
component analysis was the best

Main findings (Viinikka et al. 2020)
● We applied permutation feature importance to find out the most important
features for tree species classification.
● The most important VIs for aspen: Green Ratio (GR), Vogelmann index 1
(VOG1), Red Edge Inflection Point (REIP), RedWell Position (RWP).
● The most important wavelengths for aspen: red edge range (724–727 nm)
and shortwave infrared (1520–1564 nm and 1684–1706 nm).

Wall-to-wall mapping of aspen occurrence

Paper currently under revision

● Continues from the findings of Viinikka et al. (2020), using the same data,
the paper goes further to find out the possibilities of deep learning:
1. How does 3D-CNN perform in comparison with traditional machine
learning methods (SVM, RF, GBM and ANN) in tree species
classification?
2. How accurately can the four common boreal tree species be recognized
from hyperspectral data at tree level?

Conclusions
● Our findings increase spatial knowledge of boreal forest ecosystem
composition and provides a possibility of detecting ecologically important
aspen regardless of its sparse and scattered occurrence.
● Tree-level species mapping requires high spatial and spectral resolution EO
data and extensive field data. Linear SVM trained with vegetation indices
and spectral reflectance values from the full spectrum performed best.

Challenges in tree species mapping at landscape-level
● From tree-level mapping to mapping of homogeneous stands, or area based
estimates of species proportions
● Scarce occurrence of rare, ecologically important species. Random
or systematic sampling methods inefficient.
● Need for extensive reference data set – NFI and Finnish Forest Centre plots
are available, but not optimal for the task
● Our findings on important wavelengths for aspen mapping, and initial tests
with upscaling using multispectral data are suggesting that the spectral
resolution of Sentinel-2 is not enough → Potential of hyperspectral satellite
data (e.g. PRISMA) will be tested.

